Through the Cosmos to the Creator

Censorship is telling a man he can’t have a steak just
because a baby can’t chew it.
––Mark Twain

Men occassionally stumble over the truth, but most of
them pick themselves up and hurry off as if nothing
ever happened.
––Winston
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6
Unnecessary Bit of Trivia
or Major Change Maker?
Q: With so many needs that Christians can meet, why bother
anyone about some information that doesn’t do any good
or solve any problems, but only complicates things?
A: Bringing forth this truth edifies, exhorts and comforts
people. Knowing God’s real cosmos changes personal lives
and the course of history as its truth potentially motivates
beliefs, thinking and living.
Learning the true cosmos provides a strong witness that the
Bible is Truth which leads people to dive deeper into God’s
Word. This Biblical cosmos news compels unbelievers to
“believe or beLIEve” which calls for the decision to receive
Jesus Christ and eternal life. Knowledge of this truth enables
believers to pull scoffers out of error with answers which
produces eternal rewards at the believers’ judgment and
the joy of having new believers in God’s family. Knowing
from where our physically close Creator superintends our lives
helps us conceptualize an emotionally closer relationship
with Him. A concrete understanding of the abyss and lake of
fire (See 51 descriptors, p. 156) motivates life changes in our
hearts, lifestyles and purposes. The prophetic signs of the
Bible overhead comfort us seeing God has been directing
things for millennia and so will fulfill the rest of the prophecies that will bring His faithful to Him safe and face-to-face.
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While human wisdom tampers with the Creator’s DNA code
and invents chemicals which destroy environment and health,
a new honor for creation’s God and nature advances
proper approaches to science and problem solving that
bring success such as natural permaculture vs. devastating
industrial agriculture. Recognizing the real cosmos encourages awareness, critical thinking and personal research
into other beliefs from false teaching. Our finite “snow
globe” cosmos with no place of escape or any fictional, saving
space aliens defines humanity as appointed caretakers
of the world. This singular, small earth with a firmament
negates evolution from a big bang and argues for the
Biblical transcendent value and inalienable rights of
humanity and so inspires honor, cooperation and peace.
Truth generates the abundant life Jesus intended for all.
The way things are going now on the alleged random, purposeless, evolved globe we are losing the protections of morality
based on Truth. Little wonder that without these lessons of
the real cosmos we pursue useless and harmful things. Surely
the same sins abounded back when everyone knew the earth is
flat, but to bring this out today can awaken and turn
many people to righteousness in Christ. Because the Bible
is truth, let’s choose the truth, live the truth and share the
truth about the Creator’s cosmos and our responsibility to
nurture each other and our environment until the better world
comes at Jesus Christ’s return when
they shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain: for
the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the LORD, as
the waters cover the sea.
––Isa 11:9
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